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Introduction

Theory predicts that different school assignment mechanisms result in different
behavior and different allocations

Boston is not strategy proof, not stable, not Pareto efficient

Student proposing Deferred Acceptance (DA) is strategy proof and stable, but
also not Pareto efficient

But, Boston gives scope to express intensity of preferences and may therefore
result in higher welfare (Abdulkadiroğlu, Che & Yasuda, 2011aer)

We estimate the degree of strategic behavior under Boston, and compare
Boston and DA in terms of i) share of students placed in most-preferred
school(s) and, ii) utility points
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Related empirical literature

He (2014), Calsamiglia, Fu & Guell (2014) and Agarwal & Somaini (2014)
consider data generated under manipulable systems and use structural models
to uncover true preferences

We elicited ordinal and cardinal preferences through survey questions and use
these to compare DA and Boston
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Plan

I Brief description of the mechanisms and their properties
I Context – secondary schools in Amsterdam
I Our survey instrument, the data, and data imputation
I Results
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Mechanisms
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Boston mechanism

Students submit a list with their top n schools

Schools rank students on the basis of priority, a lottery gives a strict priority
order

Round 1: Students are assigned to their nr. 1 school. Schools with more
students than seats reject the lowest ranked students

Round k: Students rejected in round k − 1 are assigned to their k th choice
school if this school has remaining seats.

If more students apply than number of remaining seats, the lowest ranked
students are rejected.

This process continues until no students are rejected.
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Theoretical properties Boston mechanism

Maximizes probability of getting a seat at school placed on top of list.

Not Strategy-proof: Incentive to apply for less preferred school if probability of
getting a seat at most preferred school is low

Not Stable: A student might be assigned to school s while she prefers s ′ and
has a higher priority at s ′ than another student assigned to s ′.

Not Pareto Efficient: Some students are better off by switching schools without
harming other students.

Takes intensity of preferences into account

These properties also hold for the Amsterdam version of the Boston mechanism
(adaptive Boston vs naive Boston)
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Student proposing Deferred Acceptance (DA)

Students submit a list with their top n schools

Schools rank students on the basis of priority, a lottery gives a strict priority
order

Round 1: Students are tentatively assigned to their nr. 1 school. Schools with
more students than seats reject the lowest ranked students

Round k: Students rejected in step k − 1 are tentatively assigned to next
school on their choice list.

Each school considers students assigned in round k and the students it has
been holding.

Schools with more students than seats reject the lowest ranked students.

This process continues until no students are rejected.
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Theoretical properties student proposing DA

Strategy-proof: Since students are tentatively assigned in each step, there is no
cost in listing true preferences.

The choice of nr 1 school does not affect acceptance probability at nr 2
(conditional on being rejected at 1)

Stable: No student loses a seat to a lower priority student (and is assigned a
less preferred school).

Not Pareto Efficient: There is a trade-off between stability and efficiency

Does not take intensity of preferences into account
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DA and tie-breaking

Under DA ties can be broken in different ways. We will consider:

I DA with a centralized lottery (single tie-breaking; DA-STB)
I DA with a separate lottery at each school (multiple tie-breaking; DA-MT

With a centralized lottery, losers carry their losing number with them to the
next school.

With separate lotteries at each school, losers get a fresh number at the next
school.
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Context
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Education system in the Netherlands

Students start secondary education when they are about 11 to 12 years old

Upon entering secondary education students are tracked into three levels:

I pre-vocational secondary education
I senior general secondary education
I pre-university education.

Students can freely choose among the schools that offer the track which was
advised by the primary school

All schools are publicly funded, no substantial tuition fees, all schools prepare
for nationwide final exams

Education Inspectorate assesses the quality of schools and publishes its findings
on the internet
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Data
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Questionnaire

We complemented the application procedure of students choosing a secondary
school in Amsterdam in 2013 with a survey. We asked students/parents to:

I to rank up to 10 schools
I to award points to each school on the list (top school 100).

Students had to hand in the questionnaire (in return envelop addressed to us)
at school where they applied in the 1st round

Students who arrived without form received questionnaire at school where they
applied
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Questionnaire

We want to know your preferences for schools in case no single
school would conduct a lottery . You should therefore not consider the
possibility of losing a lottery. This may imply that you place another
school at place 1 than the school where you applied. You can only list
schools that offer the level of education that corresponds with the
recommended level of your child . Hence schools for which your child
would qualify.

For each school we ask you to award points. The highest rank school
receives 100 points. The points you give to another school, can be
seen as a percentage of the highest rank school. The lower a school
is on your list, the fewer points you award. If a school on the list is very
close to the previous one, then the difference in points is small. For
clarity, we give some examples on the next page.
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Example of preference list
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Data

47% of students responded to questionnaire

Focus on students in academic track, because highest response rate (64%)

1923 students and 29 schools in Amsterdam in this track

4 schools were oversubscribed in 1st round; 80 students lost a lottery
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Location of students and schools in academic track in Amsterdam
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Summary statistics

Responded (1240) Did not respond (683) p-value

Mean SD Nobs Mean SD Nobs

Girl (dummy) 0.49 0.50 1236 0.44 0.50 673 0.051

Test score (scale 500-550) 546.7 3.23 1196 546.1 3.29 622 0.000

Student background:

Street income - top 75% 0.70 0.46 1240 0.73 0.44 683 0.122

Street income - bottom 25% 0.26 0.44 1240 0.21 0.41 683 0.015

Street income unknown 0.04 0.20 1240 0.06 0.23 683 0.138
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The schools (with at least 50 applicants)

School capacity applicants response % predicts lottery GPA pass rate

lottery 2013 2012

StNicolaas 95 118 112 61.5 Y 6.0 0.81

Ignatius 145 171 158 96.2 Y Y 6.8 0.92

Hyperion 189 177 143 69.5

4e gym 140 143 105 65.2 6.6 0.87

Montessori 112 56 38 na 6.0 0.92

Spinoza 78 68 45 88.9 Y 6.3 0.94

Vossius 150 126 80 85.7 6.8 0.95

A’dams 171 203 122 84.0 Y 6.4 0.90

Barlaeus 140 151 87 88.2 Y 6.8 0.91

Cygnus 175 160 89 54.5 6.8 0.91

Caland 84 77 42 27.0 6.1 0.89

Nieuwland 56 46 21 27.3 5.6 0.65

FonsVitae 69 70 30 70.8 6.0 0.87

Damstede 59 60 26 35.3 6.2 0.85
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How we deal with nonresponse & incomplete preference lists

When estimating the degree of strategic behavior:

I regress response indicator on test score, gender and school of first
application.

I use inverse of predicted probability of response as sampling weights

When running simulations:

I use propsensity score to match student without list to student with list
I complete lists with <10 schools by sampling additional schools from

distribution of preferences of students applying for same school
I the newly sampled schools get 0 points

I data imputated 60 times, after each data imputation assignment
mechanisms simulated 60 times

I total of 3600 simulations
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Results

I Strategic behavior
I Ex post efficiency
I Ex ante efficiency
I Heterogeneity by social background
I Comparison with other studies
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Strategic behavior
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Strategic behavior - by gender and social background

Students who choose strategically do not apply for their most-preferred school
in the first round

All Boys Girls NonD Disadv

Share (weighted) 0.078 0.081 0.075 0.078 0.084
(s.e.) (0.009) (0.013) (0.013) (0.011) (0.019)
Share (unweighted) 0.065 0.066 0.065 0.066 0.068
(s.e.) (0.007) (0.010) (0.010) (0.008) (0.014)

N 1214 622 588 852 309

Do stated preferences describe true preferences?

Students may believe that the stated preferences affect lottery probabilities
(despite our promise and use of notaries).

In this case the estimates present lower bounds.
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Strategic behavior - by intensity of preferences

Theory predicts that strategic choices less likely with strong preferences

Difference preference points 1st & 2nd school
0-5 6-10 11-20 21-100

Share (weighted) 0.122 0.057 0.073 0.052
(s.e.) (0.022) (0.016) (0.020) (0.015)
Share (unweighted) 0.114 0.045 0.056 0.041
(s.e.) (0.019) (0.012) (0.014) (0.011)

N 271 292 288 318
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Ex post efficiency
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Placement in most preferred schools
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Shares of winners and losers - ex post

STB MTB
Boston>DA 0.12 0.11
Boston=DA 0.80 0.76
Boston<DA 0.08 0.12
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Effects of Pareto-improving switches
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Ex ante efficiency
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Ex ante efficiency

I A mechanism is ex ante Pareto efficient if it is impossible to reallocate
probability shares of different schools such that expected utility of some
pupils increases without harming others

I To compare mechanisms on the basis of ex ante efficiency we use
preference points awarded to schools as measure of cardinal preferences
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Shares of winners and losers - ex ante

STB MTB
Boston>DA 0.54 0.54
Boston=DA 0.21 0.21
Boston<DA 0.25 0.25
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Distribution of average number of preference points across simulations
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Average preference points

Mean s.e. p>Boston
Boston 92.72 (0.18)
DA-STB 93.81 (0.24) 0.998
DA-MTB 93.42 (0.31) 0.934
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Interpreting preference points

(1) (2)

distance -4.569***
(0.772)

distance2 0.148***
(0.032)

ln(distance) -10.65***
(1.84)

Nr. pupils 1234 1234
Nr. schools 29 29
Adjusted R2 0.14 0.14

The mean difference in preference points between DA-STB (MTB) and
Boston corresponds to a reduction in home-school distance of about 9.7
percent (6.4 percent)

[
100 · 4distance

distance = 100 ·
(
e
4points
−10.65 − 1

)]
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Heterogeneous effects
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Shares of winners and losers by social background

Non-disadvantaged Disadvantaged

Ex-post Ex-ante Ex-post Ex-ante

STB MTB STB MTB STB MTB STB MTB

Boston>DA 0.12 0.11 0.56 0.56 0.13 0.13 0.46 0.46

Boston=DA 0.80 0.76 0.19 0.19 0.81 0.77 0.27 0.27

Boston<DA 0.09 0.13 0.25 0.25 0.06 0.10 0.27 0.27
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Regressing difference in points on social background

DA-STB – DA-MTB – DA-MTB – DA-MTB+switch –

Boston Boston DA-STB DA-MTB

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Disadvantaged 1.295** 1.182* -0.113 -0.372***

(0.647) (0.645) (0.138) (0.130)

Disadvantaged 1.212* 1.127* -0.085 -0.335***

(0.641) (0.641) (0.140) (0.129)

Test score -0.425*** -0.365*** 0.060*** 0.050***

(0.082) (0.083) (0.020) (0.016)

Female 0.235 0.340 0.105 -0.078

(0.509) (0.515) (0.120) (0.107)
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Comparison with other studies
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Main findings of other studies

study setting identifying ass main findings

He Beijing agents play eq change from Boston to DA has more losers than winners

middle with hetero beliefs average welfare lower under DA than under Boston

Calsamiglia, Barcelona strategic hh know change from Boston to DA has more losers than winners

Fu & Guell elementary admission probs change from Boston to TTC has more winners than losers

Agarwal & Cambridge, MA agents play under Boston 84%/75% assigned to stated/true first choice

Somaini elementary BNE average welfare lower under DA than under Boston

Current Amsterdam survey elicits change from Boston to DA has more losers than winners ea

paper secondary DA ranking average welfare higher under DA than under Boston
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Probable cause of the differential findings

When we disregard students who don’t apply to their most preferred school
although this school is not oversubscribed

Boston DA-STB DA-MTB

Mean points full sample 92.86 93.91 93.50
Mean points without those making mistakes 94.79 93.98 93.61

That is: if we also exclude students who make strategic mistakes then our
findings are qualitatively the same as those of He (2014), Calsamiglia, Fu &
Guel (2016) and Agarwal & Somaini (2015).
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Robustness
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Robustness wrt imputation

I Instead of adding schools to short lists, we assume that students are
indifferent between the schools they don’t list

I gives very similar results but all systems place fewer students in their
top-10

I Instead of replacing non-responding students by responding students
who applied to the same school, we assume that non-responding
students apply to their most-preferred school and are indifferent
between all other schools

I results are qualitatively the same but differences between systems are
less pronounced
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Conclusion
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Concluding remarks

Main findings:

1. Around 8% of students apply to another school than their
most-preferred school

2. DA-STB places more students in top n, for any n, than Boston

3. DA-MTB places fewer student in top-1, but more students in top n
for n > 1 than DA-STB and Boston

4. Boston is best for a majority of students in ex ante terms
5. Boston performs worse than DA-STB and DA-MTB in terms of

average preference points
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Concluding remarks

Some results are based on stronger assumptions than others:

I Share of strategic behavior assumes i) truthful reporting of
most-preferred school and ii) non-response is not selective on
unobservables

I Shares placed in top n schools assume in addition i) truthful
reporting of ordinal preferences and ii) accuracy of imputation of
short lists

I Ex-ante efficiency assumes truthful reporting of cardinal preferences
I Average ex-ante welfare comparison assumes that cardinal

preferences are comparable across respondents
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Epilogue

We have informed the school boards about our findings

On the basis of that they have unanimously decided to replace Boston by
DA-MTB

In 2015 students were placed according to that system

The inefficiency of DA-MTB became very salient

Parents demanded that they should be allowed to exchange seats

This even led to a law suit, where the judge ruled against the parents

For 2016 DA-MTB is replaced by DA-STB
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